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Abstract.
Suppose that f: T2 —»T2 is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the torus that is homotopic to the identity and that has no periodic
points. We show that there is a direction Ö and a number p such that every
orbit of / has rotation number p in the direction 6 .

1. Introduction
The rotation number of an orientation preserving circle homeomorphism is
an essential tool for analyzing its dynamics. For orientation preserving homeomorphisms f:T" -* Tn (« > 1) of higher dimensional tori that are homotopic
to the identity, there is a straightforward generalization of the rotation number
that we may consider ([He]). Namely, for each x e Tn , choose lifts x e R"
and /: R" —►
R" to the universal cover and define the translation vector x(f, x)
to be the limit, if it exists, of the average displacement vector (fn(x) - x)/n .
If x(f,x) is well-defined, then the rotation vector p(f,x)e
Tn of the /-orbit
of x is the projected image of x(f,x).
The rotation number can also be computed as an average p(f,x)
=
limn->oo n £w=o *P(f'(x))wnere ¥■ T" —►
T" is the displacement function tp(y) —
f(y) -y. The ergodic theorem therefore implies that p(f, x) is defined on a set
of full //-measure for any /-invariant measure p . Moreover, if / is uniquely
ergodic then p(f,x) is defined for all x and in fact is independent of x .
Herman [He] has shown that there are orientation preserving minimal diffeomorphisms /: T" —»Tn (n > 3) for which not every p(f ,x) is well defined.
Thus any hope of finding a sufficient topological condition to guarantee the existence of a rotation vector at each point in Tn is restricted to the case « = 2.
In this paper we show that if /: T —*T is orientation preserving, homotopic to the identity and periodic point free (see Remark 1.3 for a weakening
of this condition) then "half of a rotation vector is defined. More precisely,
for any vector »eR
, define x(f, x, v) to be the limit, if it exists, of the projection of the average displacement vector (f"(x)-x)/n
onto v. If x(f,x)
is well-defined and v is a unit vector then x(f, x, v) equals the scalar product
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x(f,x)-v.
Conversely if x(f,x,vx)
and x(f,x,v2)
are defined for linearly
independent vx and v2, then x(f ,x) is well-defined and uniquely determined

by x(f,x,vx)

and x(f,x,v2).
2

2

Theorem 1.1. If f:T
-* T is an orientation preserving periodic point free
homeomorphism that is homotopic to the identity, then there exists a vector

v e R" such that x(f ,x ,v) is definedfor all lifts f:R" —>R" and x e R" ;
moreover x(f,x,

v) is independent of x.

Remark 1.2. Skew products /(0, ,02) = (0, +a,g(6x ,92)) where aeSx and
2
1
-*
g: T —>S are good examples to keep in mind. In this case v is tangent to the
line that projects onto the 0X-circle in T and x(f,x, v) mod 1 = a. Herman
[He] has shown that p(f ,x) always exists for these /. If a is irrational then
p(f,x)
is independent of x but if a is rational then p(f,x)
may vary.
Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.1 is a special case of a more general result about zero
entropy surface diffeomorphisms. Using techniques similar to those in [Ha,
Section 9], one can show for example that the conclusions of Theorem 1.1
remain valid if one only assumes that / has zero topological entropy and a
finite but non-empty fixed point set. We have concentrated on the periodic
point free case in this paper because the techniques are very different from
those of the zero entropy case and because, as the following example (shown to
the author by A. B. Katok) demonstrates, rotation vectors do not always exist
if / has fixed (or periodic) points. It is an open question as to whether or not
p(f,x) is defined for all x when / is periodic point free.
Example 1.4. Let y
flow in the direction
such that u~ ' (0) =
uniquely ergodic. In

be a unit vector field on T that generates an irrational
2
2
w . Choose a point P eT
and a function u: T -+[0,1]
P and such that the flow cpt generated by u • Y is not
particular, there is an /-invariant ergodic measure p such

that / u dp > 0.
Let S = {x e T2:<$(x) = lim^^
ergodic theorem
The set B = {x
infinite flow line
and B are both
lifts y of y and

f $ u(cpt(x))dt is well defined}. The

implies that A — {x e S:<P(x) > (fudp)/2}
is non-empty.
e S:Q>(x) = 0} is also non-empty since it contains the halfwhose forward end is P. As <P is constant on flow lines, A
dense in T2. It follows that S ^ T2. For y e T2 - S and
/ of /= cpx, x(f,y,w)
is not defined.

2. Proof of Theorem

1.1

Let Tx(x,y) = (x + 1 ,y) and T2(x,y) = (x,y + 1) be the covering transía2
2
?
tions of R ; Let px ,p2:R —►
R be the projections onto the first and second
coordinate factors respectively.
2
2
For any lift p
-»R
of an orientation preserving homeomorphism g:
2
2
2
T —»T , we define functions a(g ,x ,{nk}) and ß(g ,x ,{nk}) where xeR
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and where {nk} is a sequence of positive integers such that both limits
<*(g,x,{nk})

= lim(pxg"k(x)-px(x))lnk

ß(g,x,{nk})

= }im(p2g"k(x)-p2(x))/nk

and
"

k->oo

z

L

exist.
If either a(g,x,{nk})
/ 0 or ß(g,x,{nk})
^ 0, then we may define
6(g,x,{nk})
to be the polar coordinate angle of the vector (a(g,x,{nk}),
ß(g,x,{nk})).
Define S(g) to be the union of all 6(g,x,{nk})
as x and
{nk} vary. If x projects to a periodic point of g, then 0(g,x,{nk})
is independent of {nk} and we will sometimes write 6(g,x) in this circumstance.
The following proposition was inspired by an argument of Franks [Fr].
Proposition 2.1. If g:R
semi-circle.

2

—>R

2

is fixed point free, then Q(g) is contained in a

Proof. Assume that g is fixed point free. Fix 0 = 6(g,x,{nk})
e &(g) and
0 < e < minÄ6R2\g(x) - x\. After passing to a subsequence of {nk} we may
assume that \g"k(x)-g"'(x)\ < e for all k and / where x e T is the projected
2
2
image of x . Choose k » / and let gx: T —>T be a homeomorphism that is
e-close to the identity, that carries g"k(x) to g"'(x) and that fixes g'(x) for
nt < i < nk. Then « = gx o g is e-close to g in the C -topology and there is
a lift « that is e-close to g in the C°-topology. In particular « is fixed point
free. The point y = g"' (x) is «-periodic and if k is sufficiently large relative

to /,then

6(h,y) is e-close to 0.

This procedure can be applied simultaneously to any three points 0, , 02 and
03 in 0(|).
(If 0j = 6(g,xx,{nk}) and 02 = 6(g,x2,{m¡}) where xx and
x2 project onto the same point x e T , then yx and y2 are obtained by closing distinct ^-orbits of points that are close to x.) Thus for all e > 0 and all
2
2
0,, 02,03 € S(g), there exists a homeomorphism «: T —►
T that is e-close
to g in the C°-topology and that has periodic orbits yx ,y2 and y3 satisfyÏ
2
2
ing |0(«,y(.) - 0.| < e. Radially conjugate «:R —►
R to a homeomorphism
2
2
2
T7:int D —»int D , and label by z. the points in int D corresponding to j)J
under the conjugating map. Extend 77 over dD by the identity. Then the
hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 below are satisfied with coi and a¡ being antipodal
points and with \coi- 0.| < e . We conclude that the 0( 's and (0j + n) 's do not
alternate on S and hence that the 0(''s lie in a semi-circle. D
2

2

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that H:D -»£) w a« orientation
preserving homeomor■y
phism of the closed disk and that yx, y2, y3 e int D have a-limit sets ax,a2,a3
and co-limits sets cox,co2,coi that are single points on 3D . If the a. 's and
co¡ 's alternate around dD2 then 77|int£>2 has a fixed point.
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The proof of Lemma 2.2 is contained in [Ha, Section 5 (Proposition 5.4)].
Recall that the Brouwer translation theorem implies that if «: R —>R is a fixed
point free orientation preserving homeomorphism then each «-orbit is without
accumulation points. One may intuitively think of Lemma 2.2 as stating that
2
2
if «:R —►
R has orbits that move in directions that do not all lie in some
half-plane, then some orbit of « has bounded forward orbit.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Choose a lift /: R2 -> R2 of /: T2 -» T2. We will show
that there are constants A, B and C such that

(A,B)-(a(f,x,{nk}),ß(f,x,{nk}))

= Aa(f,x,{nk})

+ Bß(f,x,{nk})

=C

for all x and {nk} (for which a(f ,x,{nk}) and ß(f ,x,{nk}) are defined).
This implies that x(f ,x,v) is well-defined and independent of x where v is
the vector (A, B).
The functions a and ß behave well when / is replaced by any lift of any
positive iterate of /. Namely,

a(T~pT2T

,x ,{[nk/q]}) = ga(f ,x ,{nk}) - p

and
ß(T;pT2-rjq,x,{[nklq]})

= qß(f,x,{nk})-r

where [ ] is the greatest integer function and q > 0.
If ß(f,x,{nk})
is independent of x and {nk}, choose A = 0,B = 1 and
C = ß(f ,x,{nk}).
Otherwise we may assume that ß takes on at least two

values ßx = ß(f,xx,{ut})

< ß(f,x2,{Wj})

= ß2. Replacing / by TÇ'f

where ßx < r/q < ß2 if necessary, we may assume that ßx < 0 < ß2. Define
a, =a(f,xx,{u¡})
and a2 = a(f ,x2,{Wj}).

As pfq -* y = (ß2ax - ßxa2)/(ß2 - ßx),6(T;Pf«,xx,{[ujq]})
and
6(TX pfq,x2,{[Wj/q]})
approach distinct (because ß2 > 0 > ßx) angles cpx
and <p2whose tangents ßx/(ax-y) and ß2/(a2-y) are equal. Thus cpx and <p2
are antipodal. The points 6(TXPf ,xx ,{[«,/tf]}) and 6(Tx~pfq,x2,{[w./q]})
lie in the interior of the semi-circle that has endpoints {cpx,cp2} and that contains 0 for p/q > y and in the interior of the semi-circle that has endpoints
{<px,cp2} and that contains n for p/q < y .
Choose any x and {nk} suchthat a(f,x ,{nk}) and ß(f ,x ,{nk}) are
defined. If a(f,x,{nk})
¿ y or if ß(f,x,{nk})
¿ 0, then d^"?,*,
{[njq]}) is defined for all p/q close to y and is a uniformly continuous function of p/q . Applying Proposition 2.1 to p/q close to and on both sides of y,
we conclude that cp= lim .^ 9(Tx~pfq ,x,{[njq]})
is either cpx or <p2. In
particular,

tanp = (ß(f,x,{nk})/(a(f,x,{nk})
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is independent of x and {nk}. Choose A —\ancp ,B = -1 and C = yiancp .
Note that Aa(f,x,{nk})
+ Bß(f,x,{nk})
= C even when a(f ,x,{nk}) = y

and ß(f,x,{nk})

= 0.
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